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Privacy and Security?
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Revocable Privacy

• Privacy AND security
• Different levels of anonymity
• Main idea:
“Data related to people who do not violate any rules are irrelevant, and,
in fact, these people should remain anonymous, as if no data on their
behavior was ever collected.” [4]
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Abstract. Security and privacy often seem to be at odds with one
another. In this paper, we revisit the design principle of revocable privacy
which guides the creation of systems that offer anonymity for people who
do not violate a predefined rule, but can still have consequences for peo-
ple who do violate the rule. We first improve the definition of revocable
privacy by considering different types of sensors for users’ actions and
different types of consequences of violating the rules (for example block-
ing). Second, we explore some use cases that can benefit from a revocable
privacy approach. For each of these, we derive the underlying abstract
rule that users should follow. Finally, we describe existing techniques
that can implement some of these abstract rules. These descriptions not
only illustrate what can already be accomplished using revocable privacy,
they also reveal directions for future research.

1 Introduction

Privacy and (homeland) security seem to be at odds with one another: it is
a commonly held belief that we cannot strengthen one without weakening the
other. And it seems security is winning. The governmental hunger for data—
and its ability to actually gather these—seems bigger than ever. And who would
argue against collection of these data? Surely we all want to stop terrorists,
pedophiles and tax evaders. Yet, security versus privacy does not have to be a
zero-sum game [15,17]. Hoepman also argued that this contradiction between
security and privacy is a false one, and that we can design systems that have
privacy without neglecting security [11].

This paper is based on our earlier technical report on revocable privacy [13]. The
work described in this paper has been supported under the ICT theme of the Coop-
eration Programme of the 7th Framework Programme of the European Commission,
GA number 318424 (FutureID) and the research program Sentinels (www.sentinels.
nl) as project ‘Revocable Privacy’ (10532). Sentinels is being financed by Technol-
ogy Foundation STW, the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO),
and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs. This research is conducted within the
Privacy and Identity Lab (PI.lab) and funded by SIDN.nl (http://www.sidn.nl).

c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
B. Berendt et al. (Eds.): APF 2015, LNCS 9484, pp. 124–143, 2016.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-31456-3 7

“A system implements revocable privacy if the architecture of
the system guarantees a predefined level of anonymity for a
participant as long as she does not violate a predefined rule.”
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Sensors

• Non-interactive sensors
– Data is simply stored
– The system keeps track of all secret information

User Sensor Rule

• Interactive sensors
– User interacts with sensors
– The user keeps track of some secret information

User Sensor Rule
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Rules

• Threshold rules: at most k times

• Predicate rules: e.g. P ∧ Q

• Decision rules: human decisions

• Complex rules: e.g. using graphs

• Fuzzy rules: e.g. using machine learning

User Sensor Rule
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Overview

Distributed Encryption

n-times Anonymous Credentials

Voting Protocol

Group Signatures with Distributed Management

Blacklistable Anonymous Credentials

Conclusion
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Distributed Encryption

• Sensor → Sender
• Guarantees security as long as not too many sensors are corrupted
• Rule → Threshold Rule
• Distributed Encryption counts the number of events
• Non-Interactive Sensors
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Canvas Cutter

Use case Sensor Type Technique

Canvas cutters Non-interactive
Key-evolving Distributed
encryption [5]

• Parking places alongside highway

• Number plate recognition

• Distributed Encryption?

• Forward Secure Distributed Encryption

• Distributed Encryption inefficient
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Distributed Encryption

• Share: Encrypted Encoded plaintext
• Generator = Gen(1l , k , n, lp)
• Encryption = Enc(Ei , p)
• Combiner = Comb(C ), where C = {c1, .., ck}

Issuer Senderi Receiver

De.Gen

DE.Enc

DE.Comb

Ei

c

p     Error
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Forward Security

• Divided into epochs

• Independently updated keys

• Keys should be irrecoverably deleted
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Forward Secure Distributed Encryption

• KDE (Key-evolving Distributed Encryption)
• Generator = Gen(1l , k , n, s, lp)
• Key Update = UpdKey(Sσ−1,i )
• Encryption = Enc(Sσ,i , p)
• Combiner = Comb(C ), where C = {c1, .., ck}

Issuer Senderi Receiver

De.Gen

DE.Enc

DE.UpdKey DE.Comb

c

p     ErrorS  + 1,i

S ,i
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Canvas Cutter - Problems

• Efficiency

• What is the main problem in the combiner?

• It has to try all share combinations!

• So how could we fix this?

• Batched Key-evolution Distributed Encryption (BKDE)
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I Lied

Use case Sensor Type Technique

Canvas cutters Non-interactive BKDE [5]
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Batched KDE

• Generator = Gen(1l , k , n, s,P)

• Key Update = UpdKey(Sσ,i )

• Encryption = Enc(Sσ,i ,P)

• Combiner = Comb(C1, . . . ,Cn), where C = {c1, .., ck}

c1,1 c2,1 c3,1 c4,1 c5,1 c6,1

c1,2 c2,2 c3,2 c4,2 c5,2 c6,2

c1,p c2,p c3,p c4,p c5,p c6,p

...
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Batched KDE

• More efficient for small-plaintexts

• Storage and time is linear to the number of plaintexts

• Generates a share for every plaintext

• We now try combinations of sensors instead of ciphertexts
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Overview

Distributed Encryption

n-times Anonymous Credentials

Voting Protocol

Group Signatures with Distributed Management

Blacklistable Anonymous Credentials

Conclusion



Electronic currencies

What security/privacy properties do we want for electronic currencies?

• Soundness: do not accept the same token multiple times
• Anonymity: users playing by the rules remain anonymous
• Identification: cheaters can be identified
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Electronic currencies

Use case Sensor Type Technique

Electronic
currencies

Interactive
n-times Anonymous
Credentials [1]

Issuer User Verifier
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n-times Anonymous Credentials

• Threshold rule: a user can use a token at most once
• Consequence: verifier learns identity of user

PKI

PKU = gPrKU
PrKU

PKI = gPrKI
PrKI

Issuer User Verifier

key gen

obtain token dispenser

show token
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Not just for electronic currencies

• Authorization tokens
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Obtaining token dispensers

1. Issuer and User agree on random seed s

2. Issuer signs (PrKU , s): σ = CLsignPrKI
(PrKU , s)

3. User initializes time period T := 1 and used token count J := 0

4. User saves dispenser D := (PrKU , s, σ,T , J)

Issuer User Verifier

obtain token dispenser

show token
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Showing/verifying tokens

1. Verifier sends random value R to User

2. User sends token serial number S and double spending tag E to V:

S = fs(0,T , J) E = PKU · fs(1,T , J)R

Issuer User Verifier

obtain token dispenser

show token
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Showing/verifying tokens

1. Verifier sends random value R to User

2. User sends token serial number S and double spending tag E to V:

S = fs(0,T , J) E = PKU · fs(1,T , J)R

3. User participates in zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of:

– PrKU matching PKU

– Seed s, with valid CL signature σ
– S and E with 0 ≤ J < n and current T

4. Verifier stores (S , (E ,R)), User increments used token count J
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User identification after token reuse

Two tokens with the same serial: (S , (E ,R)) and (S , (E ′,R ′))

Serial Number Double Spending Tag Random Nonce

S = fs(0,T , J) E = PKU · fs(1,T , J)R R

S = fs(0,T , J) E ′ = PKU · fs(1,T , J)R
′

R ′

Verifier can compute:

• R−R′
√

E
E ′ = R−R′

√
PKU ·fs (1,T ,J)R

PKU ·fs (1,T ,J)R′ = R−R′√
fs(1,T , J)R−R′ = fs(1,T , J)

• E
fs (1,T ,J)R

= PKU ·fs (1,T ,J)R

fs (1,T ,J)R
= PKU

Verifier now knows which user misbehaved!
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Extensions

E
V
ID
E
N
C
E

Glitch protection Weak/strong exculpability

D1

D2

D3

D1
Tracing Dynamic revocation
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Overview

Distributed Encryption

n-times Anonymous Credentials

Voting Protocol

Group Signatures with Distributed Management

Blacklistable Anonymous Credentials

Conclusion



Remote Electronic Voting

Use case Sensor Type Technique

Remote electronic
voting

Interactive Custom voting protocol [6]
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Anonymous electronic voting problems

Everyone votes anonymously and stays anonymously without any linked id

- What could go wrong?
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Incredibly “secure” voting
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Incredibly “insecure” voting
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Votebots
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Voting Protocol - Properties

Eligibility: Only eligible voters should be able to vote.

Uniqueness: Only one vote per voter should be counted.
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Voting Protocol - Properties

Vote Privacy: No one should be able to link any ballot to the
voter...

unless anonymity has been revoked!

Revocable Anonymity: It should be possible for an authorised entity (or
collaboration of entities) to reveal the identity of any single voter by
linking their vote.

- What kind of rule?

• Threshold
• Predicate
• Decision
• Complex
• Fuzzy
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Voting Protocol - Properties

“It should not be possible for a voter to prove how they voted or even if
they are voting”

- Why?

Coercion-Resistance (voter interference, bribery, vote selling)
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How does it work?

A protocol consisting of four stages:

1. Ballot Validity Tokens

2. Encrypted Vote Posting

3. Validity Checking

4. Tallying
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Scheme

Judge
(external)

Voters

Final
Tally

T1: First-round talliers
T2: Second-round talliers
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Stage 1: Ballot Validity Tokens

• The voter (Alice) registers in person with T1

• Alice receives:
- a new public/private keypair
- a random number of values δi with a designated verifier signature

• Only one signature is valid

• The valid δ value for Alice with her name is stored by T1

Ballot Validity
Tokens

Encrypted Vote
Posting

Validity
Checking

Tallying
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Stage 2: Encrypted Vote Posting

• Alice encrypts her vote v using the public key of T2

• She calculates the Generalised Proof of Equality of Discrete
Logarithms (G-PEQDL)

• She encrypts1 the encrypted vote, proof and her public key with the
public key of T1 and posts it to BB1

Ballot Validity
Tokens

Encrypted Vote
Posting

Validity
Checking

Tallying

1 Altogether the following tuple is encrypted: ⟨vT2
,SignA(G-PEQDL), δ, pubA⟩
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Stage 3: Validity Checking

The first-round talliers T1 removes the first layer of encryption of each
vote on BB1. The tallier then checks her vote and proof.

1. Re-encrypt vT2 with a random factor β

2. Encrypt Alice’s public key using the joint public key for both sets of
talliers pubT and the Judge’s public key pubJ

3. Generate a hash and post to BB2

Ballot Validity
Tokens

Encrypted Vote
Posting

Validity
Checking

Tallying
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Stage 3: Validity Checking

The first-round talliers T1 removes the first layer of encryption of each
vote on BB1. The tallier then checks her vote and proof.

1. Re-encrypt vT2 with a random factor β

2. Encrypt Alice’s public key using the joint public key for both sets of
talliers pubT and the Judge’s public key pubJ

3. Generate a hash and post to BB2

T1 cannot see Alice’s vote!

Ballot Validity
Tokens

Encrypted Vote
Posting

Validity
Checking

Tallying
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Stage 4: Tallying

The second-round talliers T2 can now check if the votes are valid by
checking the hash.
A quorum of talliers jointly decrypt a product of the votes giving the
resulting tally.

Ballot Validity
Tokens

Encrypted Vote
Posting

Validity
Checking

Tallying
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Stage 4: Tallying

The second-round talliers T2 can now check if the votes are valid by
checking the hash.
A quorum of talliers jointly decrypt a product of the votes giving the
resulting tally.

Anonymity Revocation
A quorum of members of the anonymity tallier group T need to collude
to get pubJ(pubA). The Judge can then get the voter’s identity pubA.

Ballot Validity
Tokens

Encrypted Vote
Posting

Validity
Checking

Tallying
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Group Signatures

• Group member signs message for the whole group

• Anonymity for members

• Signature can be verified
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Group Signatures with Distributed Management

• Only members of the group can sign messages
• Receiver can verify that it is a valid group signature, but cannot

discover which group member made it
• If necessary, the person who signed the message is revealed to all

User

Veri er

Group

Group
Manager

Member
List

Sign up

Revoke

Check

signatures
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Why use this?

• Multiple tracking agents
– Need for t moderators for revealing an identity
– Not ONE trusted third party

• Members who follow the rules remain anonymous

Should we use interactive or non-interactive sensors?

What kind of rule could this be?
• Threshold
• Predicate
• Decision
• Complex
• Fuzzy
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What could we use this for?

Deanonymizing comments
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What could we use this for?

Deanonymizing comments
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What could go wrong?

• Good moderation is necessary

• The group needs to agree on what behavior is unacceptable
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Group Signature Protocols

• Most use RSA

• Undeniable signatures

• Configuration is generally linear with the nr. of group members

• Group manager
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Deanonymizing comments

Use case Sensor Type Technique

Deanonymizing
comments

Interactive or
Non-interactive

Group Signatures with
Distributed Management [2]
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Blocking anonymous editing: Example 1
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Example 2
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Example 3
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Example 4
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What do we want?
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What do we want?

Revoke rights
with Anonymity
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Solutions?

• Trusted Third Parties?
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TTPs

Neither A or B know who each other are.
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NO!!

TRUSTED Third Parties.
Relies on TRUSTing a third party

⇒ they CAN deanonymize the users

⇒ they CAN abuse your trust
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Solutions?

• Trusted Third Parties?

Trusted Third Parties?

• Distributed encryption?
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Example 5: Non-interactive?
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Solutions?

• Trusted Third Parties?

Trusted Third Parties?

• Distributed encryption?
→ Must be interactive

• n-times anonymous credentials?
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Solutions?

• Trusted Third Parties?

Trusted Third Parties?

• Distributed encryption?

• n-times anonymous credentials?
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Example 5: What’s the threshold?
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Solutions?

• Trusted Third Parties?

Trusted Third Parties?

• Distributed encryption?

• n-times anonymous credentials?
→ No objective threshold

• Custom voting protocol?

• Group signatures?

• BLAC?
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Recap: What do we want?

• Preserve anonymity

• interactive

• Decision rules

• Wikipedia decides

• No TTPs!!! (not enough anonymity)
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BLAC is the new Black

• BLacklistable

• Anonymous

• Credentials
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BLAC model

1. Setup

2. Registration

3. Authentication

4. Blacklist Management

Group
Manager

Service
Provider

BlacklistUser

Credentials Authentication Blacklist user
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BLAC model

• Group Manager ̸= TTP. only enrolls

• Service Provider does blacklisting

• No one ever learns user info

• Store tickets

Group
Manager

Service
Provider

BlacklistUser

Credentials Authentication Blacklist user
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Security Notions

• Mis-authentication Resistance

• Blacklistability

• Anonymity

• Non-frameability
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What do we want?

• Preserves anonymity

• interactive

• Wikipedia decides

• Subjective thresholds

• No TTPs!!! ( not enough anonymity)
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Example of how it works

Group
Manager

Service
Provider

BlacklistUser

Credentials Authentication Blacklist user
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Blocking anonymous editing

Use case Sensor Type Technique

Blocking
anonymous editing

Interactive
Blacklistable Anonymous
Credentials [7]

Group
Manager

Service
Provider

BlacklistUser

Credentials Authentication Blacklist user
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Summary

Use case Sensor Type Technique

Canvas cutters Non-interactive Distributed encryption [3]

Electronic
currencies

Interactive
n-times Anonymous
Credentials [1]

Electronic voting Interactive Custom voting protocol [6]

Deanonymizing
comments

Interactive or
Non-interactive

Group Signatures with
Distributed Management [2]

Blocking
anonymous editing

Interactive
Blacklistable Anonymous
Credentials [7]
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Conclusion

• Security AND Privacy

• However, not all complex rules have existing techniques

• There is still a lot to be done in regards to Revocable Privacy

SECURITY PRIVACY
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Disclaimer

No wikipedia pages were harmed during the making of this
presentation.
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Thanks for your attention!

• Any questions?
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